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Dfd game guide book 1 answers key

Choice 7: "I should..." Intervene (20) Keep silent (Note: Bill gets fired) Total Gem cost for chapter 10: 60/70 (+10 or 20 if you buy the premium outfit) Chapter 11 Choice 1: "What does he even want from me? Therefore, I'll be left with... Select Data Flow from Resource Catalog. (No effect) What did they say? DFD Diagram Notations Now we'd like to briefly
introduce to you a few diagram notations which you'll see in the tutorial below. So when you are prompted to add them to the new diagram, click Yes to confirm. Create a data flow from Transaction (data store) to Ship Good (process). It's official!) Stay friends (No effect) Choice 11: "I need to decide if I should call Jane later or set a time now!" Finish talking
(Submissive +1) Set up a meeting (Dominant +1) Note: If you have at least 8 Richard's Trust points, you'll unlock a Cut-scene at this point. We have just completed the Context diagram. Next, let's create an external entity. Choice 7: "I have to..." Threaten him (Thomas' patience -2) Laugh it off (Thomas' patience -1) Listen to him (No effect) Choice 8: "I
want to..." Mention Richard/Mention Bill (Thomas' patience -1) (Note: Only available if you have at least ?? Choice 10: "But I should..." (Note: MC can't escape, so it's pointless to run away) Go back (Go to Choice 11) Run away (Note: See box below) If you chose "Run away"(Choice10) and you haven't fed the dogs, you'll get (The Dobermanns are hungry.
Choice 9: "Is he flirting right now?" Flirt back (Dominant +1) Shy away (Submissive +1) Note: If you solved the logic problem you gain an additional dialogue here. Otherwise, you'll get [ A perfect stranger - your new boss is still a mystery to you] at the end. The data stores and/or external entities connected to the selected process (System) would be
referred to in the level 1 DFD. It's so early." Put the phone away (Dominant +1) Respond (Submissive +1) Choice 2: "That hog!" Snap back (Blair is unhappy with you again.) Ignore it (No effect) Choice 3: Wardrobe Grandma's Chest (Free) Business Meeting (10) Crucial Negotiations (20) Choice 4: "I should..." Tell her (15) (Carla's Respect +1) [ No
Secrets - Tell your sister the whole truth] Avoid the details (No eﬀect) [ Unspoken Words - You alluded to your troubles when talking to Carla] Change the subject (Carla's Respect ☹ -1) [ Distrust - You didn't trust Carla with your problems] If you're on Richard's route, you'll get Choice 5a. Come and join us in the Reddit fan community to discuss this book
and the others! ⚠SPOILER ALERT⚠ A walkthrough is very likely to reveal signiﬁcant plot points and future story developments. Total Gem cost for chapter 1: 65/70 (+10 or 25 if you buy the premium outﬁt) Chapter 2 Choice 1: "The silence is unbearable. The phrases in parentheses ( ) are the banners that appear throughout the chapter as a consequence of
your choices. A process can be decomposed to a finer level of details, for representing how data is being processed within the process. Name the new external entity Customer. If you're on Bill's route: And went on a date with him last Chapter and he was not fired, you'll get Choice 5b; And if you went on a date with him last Chapter and he got fired, go
straight to Choice 6; And if didn't ask Bill on a date last Chapter and went to the restaurant alone, you'll get Choice 5c. In the diagram's name box, enter Level 1 DFD and press ENTER. Data Store A data store represents the storage of persistent data required and/or produced by the process. Choice 2: "I should...." Apologize (10) (Carla liked this!) (Carla's
Respect +1) [ Best Sister Ever - You apologized to Carla] Talk Back (Carla didn't like this.) (Carla's Respect ☹ -1) [ Overprotection - You had an argument with Carla] If you're on Richard's route and/or have a good relationship with Alan, you'll get Choice 3a. Name the new data store Inventory. Create three processes (Process Order, Ship Good, Issue
Receipt) in the center as shown below. It shows how information enters and leaves the system, what changes the information and where information is stored. To create new DFD, select Diagram > New from the toolbar. Let's create a data flow from Issue Receipt (process) to Customer (external entity). The amount of points directly impacts the way the
characters will treat you and can unlock exclusive scenes too. How to Draw Context Level DFD? You'll also get a banner (It seems that Mr. Hudson and you are more than just colleagues!). [Bill] Choice 8b: "I have to..." Get involved (No effect, but he says you don't understand him.) Listen (No effect) [Bill] Choice 9b: "I'm going to say..." Yes (20) (Bill's
Devotion ❤ +1) (You are in a relationship with Bill. Here are some examples of data stores: membership forms, database tables, etc. I could use his support right now." Find Bill ( 20) (Bill’s Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) (You are Bill Dong-Wook’s girlfriend!) [ Favorite Colleague - you saw Bill] Go back to your desk [ With Nobody Around - you spent the rest
of the day alone] If you don't have enough points with either of them, you stay in the office alone thinking about the day's events, and you'll get the achievement [ With Nobody Around - you spent the rest of the day alone] at the stats screen at the end of the Chapter. It may be used as a communications tool between a systems analyst and any person who
plays a part in the system that acts as the starting point for redesigning a system. (Submissive +1) ✼ Choice 8: "Wait, what?!" Flare up (Dominant +1) Object (No effect) Keep silent (Submissive +1) ✼ (✼) If you chose "Submit" in Choice 1 + "Stay silent" (15) in Choice 6 + "As you wish" in Choice 7 + "Keep silent" in Choice 8, you'll get [ The virtue of
Humility - you have endured all of Richard's antics] at the stats screen at the end. To the brim And then I'll... Choice 2: "I should..." Inquire (Repeats the choice with the other two options) Accept (Go to Choice 3a) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) [ Diﬀicult Parents - you met Bill's father] (Note: Spends the whole Chapter with Bill) Decline (Go to Choice
3b) [ An Unexpected Discovery - you got to know the other side of Richard's life] (Note: Spends the whole Chapter with Richard) If you chose "Accept" in Choice 2, follow Choices 3a through 11a.[Bill's route] Choice 3a: Wardrobe Clothes: Puritan (Free) Clothes: Careerist (10) Clothes: Socialite (25) Hair: Silky Curls (20) Hair: Showy Ponytail (10) Hair: Lush
Layers (5) Choice 4a: "Perhaps we're going..." (Note: You get to choose again until you get it right) To the ocean (No effect) (Wrong answer) Out of town (No effect) (Wrong answer) To another city (No effect) (Right answer) Choice 5a: "Ok, but which city?" (Note: You get to choose again until you get it right) To Washington (No effect) (Wrong answer) To
Atlantic City (No eﬀect) (Right answer) Philadelphia (No eﬀect) (Wrong answer) Choice 6a: "I'll..." Trust him ( 15) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) Choose myself (No eﬀect) Choice 7a: "Let's..." Play the slots (No eﬀect) (Note: You'll go to the tables anyway) Go to the tables (No eﬀect) Choice 8a: "I bid..." 10 dollars (No eﬀect) 50 dollars (No eﬀect) 100
dollars ( 10) (No eﬀect) After your ﬁrst bet ends, either you win or lose, Bill will place a 5,000 bet for you to play again. Not the weather, please!" Diamond ( 15) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (Richard liked this!) Richard's father (You learned something new about Richard!) Accident (Richard's trust -1) (Richard didn't like this) Choice 7b: Wardrobe Clothes: Puritan
(Free) Clothes: Careerist ( 10) Clothes: Socialite ( 25) Hair: Silky Curls ( 20) Hair: Showy Ponytail ( 10) Hair: Lush Layers ( 5) Choice 8b: "I need to..." Cheer up Richard ( 35) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (You got close with Richard!) [ A Leniant Boss - you got close with Richard] (Note: Unlocks cut-scene) Leave [ Just a Colleague - you didn't get close with anyone
Total Gem cost for chapter 7 [Richard's route]: 100 (+5/45 if you buy the premium outﬁt and/or hairstyles) Chapter 8 Choice 1: "I should..." Have dinner ( 15) (Carla's Respect +1) (Carla liked this!) Go to sleep (Carla's Respect ☹ -1) (Carla didn't like this) (Richard snuck into your dream!) if you have at least 9 Richard’s Trust ❤ points. Quick choices that are
timed are marked by a timer symbol. Once a transaction is stored, the shipping process follows. Bill's Devotion ❤ points, you'll get Choice 12b: Choice 12b: "Maybe I should ﬁnd Bill? (Note: available if you convinced Richard to stop drinking in Chapter 3) (No eﬀect) Ask about the containers (Note: available if you found Blair's containers in Chapter 4) (You
told Thomas about what you saw) [ No Sense of Self-Preservation - you told Thomas about the containers] Say you're tired [ A weak Painkiller - you were bored in the VIP lounge] Choice 8: "Where do I go?" To the second floor (Choice 8a) Further down the corridor (Choice 8b) To the kitchen (Choice 8c) Choice 8a: "Where to now?" To my room [ Mom - You
met your mother] To Carla's room [ Dad -You met your father] Choice 8b: "They will hear me. Drawing Tips: To rearrange a connection line, place your mouse pointer over where you want to add a pivot point to it. See the box below.) [Bill] Choice 7b: "I should..." Ask him directly (15) Avoid asking [Bill] Choice 7b.1: "I..." (Note: This option appears only if you
could choose "Find Bill (20)" in Chapter 8.) Won't submit! (Dominant +1) Will obey (Submissive +1) If you spent Chapter 7 with Bill, you will get Choices 8b and 9b. Name the new process System. Enter order information has the caption of flow. relationship points with Richard/Bill) Move to pity (Thomas' patience -1) Stay silent (Blair is calming down a
bit) (Thomas' patience +1) Choice 9: "I must..." Talk about Mickey (Thomas' patience -2) (Note: Only available if you ??) Snap back at him (25 or Free) (Blair is happy and will be able to bear with you a little longer) (Thomas' patience +1) Stay silent (25 or Free) (No effect) Side with him (Thomas' patience -1) In Choice 9, if you have more Dominant points
than Submissive points: "Snap back at him" will cost 25 and "Stay silent" will be free. Instead of creating another diagram from scratch, we will decompose the System process to form a new DFD. A walkthrough is a chapter-by-chapter guide that will reveal the effects each choice has on your character and the story. Then a receipt is issued to the customer.
Name the data flow receipt. Choice 6: "I should..." Stay (25) (Go to Choice 6.1) Leave (Thomas' patience -1) Choice 6.1: "I need to ask him..." About Richard's father (10) (No effect) About Richard's mother (10) (You learned something new about Richard) About Ursula (10) (You learned something new about Ursula) About Thomas (No effect) (Thomas'
patience -1) if you told the FBI about the containers. But since this data flow is quite self-explanatory visually, we are going to omit it here. (Bill snuck into your dream!) if you have at least 9 Bill’s Devotion ❤ points. What should I do?" Submit (Submissive +1) ✼ Stand in silence (Choice 1a) Choice 1a: "Maybe I should say something?" Respond (Dominant
+1) Keep silent (No effect) Choice 2: "Should I take a break?" Accept (15) I'll decline (No effect) Choice 2.1: "Coffee? Create a data flow from Customer (data store) to Ship Good (process). the large bucket. [Richard] Choice 3a: "Who should I call?" Bill (10) (Note: You need at least 11 Bill's Devotion points for him to say yes) Alan (No effect) (Note: Only if
you have at least 3 Alan’s Interest points, but he won't pick up the phone) Nobody (No effect) [Bill] Choice 3b: "Do I want to set up a date?" I do! (20) (Go to Choice 4, then straight to Choice 6) (Note: Unlocks cut-scene) Not really (Go to Choice 4, then Choice 5) Choice 4: Wardrobe Shirt Dress (Free) Lolita (10) Party Star (20) Choice 5: "I should..." Leave
(No effect) Come closer (20) (See the box below) If you chose "Respond (20)" (Choice 1) + “Talk back” (Choice 1.1), you'll get Choice 5.1: Choice 5.1: "What do I do?!" Decline (No effect) Accept (10) (Pauline liked this!) If you're on Bill's route: Choice 6: "I will choose..." Cheese soup (Submissive +1) Lobster (Dominant +1) Note: There will be a cut-scene
at this point. 2 liters in the large bucket Now I'll empty... Place your mouse pointer over Customer. Optional: You can label the data flow "customer information" if you like. As there are many possible routes and scene combinations, if you experience something that is not covered in here, please leave a comment so we can update the page. Move the shapes
around so that the diagram looks less crowded. If you chose "Take food with you" (Choice 2) + Approach the dogs (10) (Choice 4), you'll get the following Choice: Choice 4.1: "I want to..." Feed the dogs (The Dobermanns liked you!) Pet them (No effect) Choice 5: "I should..." Accuse him (No effect) Thank him (No effect) The next set of choices can make you
lose or gain "Thomas' patience" points. Be aware that you can also lose these points in options marked with a broken heart symbol. Note: The new DFD should look very similar to the Context diagram initially. ( 10) or ( 15) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) [ A Heart-to-Heart - you convinced Richard to stop drinking] (Note: Only works if you have at least 2 Richard’s
Trust points. Choice 2: You may now select an outfit for your character. The purpose of a DFD is to show the scope and boundaries of a system as a whole. So let's create a data flow from Transaction (data store) to Issue Receipt (process). Pour water into the small bucket Meaning that I'll have to... You are welcome to download a free 30-day evaluation copy

of Visual Paradigm to walk through the example below. How to Improve a DFD's Readability? Choice 10.1: "I need to..." Speed up (Note: MC dies.) Call for help (20) (Blair is pleasantly surprised by your antics) Choice 11: "I should..." Refuse (25) (Dominant +1) (You didn't agree to betray Richard) (Note: MC will be forced to agree anyway) Agree
(Submissive +1) (You agreed to betray Richard) Infiltrate (You decided to betray Richard) (Thomas' patience -2) If MC hasn't died a single time in this Chapter, you'll get the achievement [ Remarkable Prudence - you didn't die even once] at the stats screen at the end. Otherwise, you'll get [ Careless Actions - you saw your own death] at the end. Right-click
on its background and select Rename.... Right-click on System and select Decompose from the popup menu. You can also accumulate relationship points (Trust/Devotion/Interest) ❤ with your love interests throughout the book. You'll start with 5 Thomas' patience points. They aren't happy to see you) and Choice 10.1 will show up. We'll now draw the ﬁrst
process. Total Gem cost for chapter 9: 75/90 (+10 or 20 if you buy the premium outfit) Chapter 10 Choice 1: "I should..." Stay quiet (Go to Choice 2) (Submissive +1) Respond (20) (Go to Choice 1.1) (Dominant +1) ✼ Choice 1.1: "I'd better..." Apologize (It's better not to argue with this woman.) Talk back (Pauline will remember this!) ✼ (✼) If you chose
“Respond (20)” (Choice 1) + “Talk back” (Choice 1.1), you’ll get [ Iron Lady - You managed to stand up fo yourself] at the stats screen at end of the Chapter. Now we'll model the database accessed by the system. Data Flow A data flow represents the flow of information, with its direction represented by an arrowhead that shows at the end(s) of flow
connector. Otherwise, you'll get [ Total Noninvolvement - you have remained neutral in your relationship with your boss] at the stats screen at the end. Choice 3: "What should I do?" Ask for help ( 25) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) (You learned something new about Richard!) Figure it out yourself (Choice 3a) Choice 3a: "I need to ﬁx this, quick!"
Change the car (Dominant +1) Do nothing (Submissive +1) Choice 4: "Oops! How embarrassing..." Have a snack (No eﬀect) Ignore it (No eﬀect) Choice 5: "Is he ﬂirting with me?! How should I behave?" Flirt Back ( 10) (Alan's Interest ❤ +1) (Alan liked this!) Ignore him (Choice 5a) Choice 5a: "Do I want to meet with my boss's partner in private?" Accept
(Richard will remember this) Refuse (No eﬀect) Choice 6: "He's gone completely oﬀ the rails!" Get riled up (Dominant +1) Stay silent ( 15) (Submissive +1) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) (Richard liked this!) ✼ Choice 7: "I'm gonna be repaying for these clothes the rest of my life!" I can't aﬀord it! (No eﬀect) As you wish... I guess..." I can have some (Bill's
Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) I have no time (No eﬀect) Note: If you have at least one "Bill's Devotion ❤" point you gain an additional dialogue here. Total Gem cost for chapter 8: 140 Chapter 9 Choice 1: "I have to..." Tell the truth ( 20) (Dominant +1) (Blair won't like this) (Looks like Richard believed you!) (Note: You'll get the last banner only after
Choice 11.) Lie (Submissive +1) Note: If you have at least 8 Richard's Trust points, you'll unlock two Cut-scenes and a kiss scene with him. You have just finished drawing the level 1 diagram which should look something like this. The small bucket The small bucket has to be filled... (No effect) If you're on Richard's route: Choice 9: "So, I will..." Talk to
Richard ( 25) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (You reassured Richard!) [ A Touching Revelation - you learned about Richard's pet] Keep this to yourself [ Maybe It'll Blow Over - you didn't dare to confess to the loss of documents] If you're on Bill's route: Choice 9: "So, I will..." Talk to Richard ( 25) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (You and Bill got closer!) [ A Warm Welcome You and Bill got a little closer] Keep this to yourself [ Maybe It'll Blow Over - you didn't dare to confess to the loss of documents] Total Gem cost for chapter 6: 90 Chapter 7 Choice 1: "Should I say hello or it would be best not to attract attention?" Say hello (Dominant +1) Stay silent (Submissive +1) If you didn't tell Jane about Blair's containers in Chapter
6, you'll get the banner (Bill liked this!) and (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) at the stats screen at the end of the Chapter. If you didn't, you'll get Choice 10b. Right-click on the diagram (Level 1 DFD) and select Connectors > Curve. A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a traditional way to visualize the information ﬂows within a system. Choice 11: "I can't stop thinking
about our meeting." Respond ( 15) (Choice 11.1) Ignore him [ Absolute Devotion - You did not submit to Alan's charm] Choice 11.1: "Let's ﬁx this, then?" Flirt (Alan's Interest ❤ +1) (Alan liked this!) [ A New Favorite - you agreed to a dinner with Alan] Stop the chat [ Absolute Devotion - You did not submit to Alan's charm] Total Gem cost for chapter 2: 80
(+10 or 25 if you buy the premium outﬁt) Chapter 3 Choice 1: "Should I just drop it?" Stay silent (Carla's Respect ☹ -1) (You upset Carla) Explain yourself (Choice 1a) Choice 1a: "She's completely out of sorts. Please bear in mind that the level of detail for decomposing a particular function depending on the complexity that function. This could continue to
evolve to become a level 2 diagram when further analysis is required. If you reach 0 or less Thomas' points, you'll get the banner (You pissed off Thomas), MC will die and you'll get a Cutscene and the dialogue will be reset to Choice 7 so you can try again. Premium choices that give you access to exclusive scenes cost Gems to be unlocked and are marked
by a diamond symbol. Alan seems to sincerely want to help." Shut Alan up ( 10) (Alan's Interest -1) (Alan will remember this) Listen to him (You learned something new about Alan!) Choice 4: "I'm..." Okay (No eﬀect) Not okay (No eﬀect) If you at least 4 "Richard's Trust ❤" points and you found Blair's containers in Chapter 4, you'll get Choice 5a: Choice 5a:
"Should I tell him?" Tell him ( 10) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (Richard is grateful to you!) Stay silent (No eﬀect) If you have less than 4 "Richard's Trust ❤" points, you'll get Choice 5b and then the banner (You learned something important about Bill!): Choice 5b: "I should..." Thank Bill (No eﬀect) Warn him (No eﬀect) Choice 6: Wardrobe Clothes: Conservative
Tweed (Free) Clothes: Light Silk (10) Clothes: Pink Tulip (25) Hair: Asymmetrical Bob Cut (Free) Hair: Hollywood Wave (15) Hair: Dutch Crown Braid (5) Choice 7: "Clearly, I should..." Grab a bite (Choice 7a) Don't move (Choice 7b) Take a look at the planes (Choice 7c) Choice 7a: "Or do I?" I DO! (15) (You have unlocked a unique scene!) (Nope, no unique
scene for you today) [ Collaboration - Richard and Bill together, phew!] I DON'T! [ A weak Painkiller - you were bored in the VIP lounge] Choice 7b: "That's right... Note: If there is a lack of space, feel free to move the shapes around to make room. How to Draw Level 1 DFD? No registration, email address or obligation is required. Note: The software we are
using here is Visual Paradigm. In this section, we are going to make some changes to the connectors to increase readability. Otherwise, Richard says that you certainly have job burnout and that he made an appointment with a psychologist for you. Pour water into the small bucket. That is the old spot for the System process and we place them there to
elaborate System. Otherwise you won’t get the point with Richard, and will get [ Just a Secretary - you didn't convince Richard to stop drinking]) Don't drink so much [ Just a Secretary - you didn't convince Richard to stop drinking] Say nothing [ Just a Secretary - you didn't convince Richard to stop drinking] Choice 5: Wardrobe Clothes: Black Casing [Free]
Clothes: Blue Aquamarine ( 10) (Note: Unlocks a unique scene if you also buy one of the premium hairstyles) Clothes: Ruby Strew ( 25) (Note: Unlocks a unique scene!) Hair: Festive Bundle ( 10) Hair: Hollywood Curls ( 10) Hair: Cold Waves ( 10) Choice 6: "It's best to..." Respond to Alan ( 15) (Alan's Interest ❤ +1) (Alan is interested in you!) Waste no more
time (No effect) Choice 7: "Should I ask him?" Inquire (No effect) Stay silent (No effect) Choice 8: "I guess I'll go to the..." Bar (Choice 8a) Snacks (Choice 8b) Nord-Air table (Choice 8c) Choice 8a: "After all, I am his employee." Stand up for Richard (25) (Mrs. Process A process is a business activity or function where the manipulation and transformation of
data take place. Water from the large bucket Then I'll... A neat and clear DFD can depict a good amount of the system requirements graphically. If you have fed the dogs, you’ll get (Blair is pleasantly surprised by your antics) and go to Choice 11. Ship Good also needs to read the customer information for his/her shipping address. Total Gem cost for chapter
3: 110 Chapter 4 Choice 1: "I need to..." Go to Richard (No eﬀect) Visit Bill (Choice 1a) Choice 1a: "I don't really know what to do..." Knock ( 25) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (You interrupted Bill's conversation) (Bill appreciates your consideration!) Leave (Submissive +1) Choice 2: "Okay, I have to get this over with." Call out to Richard (Dominant +1) Go into the
room (Submissive +1) Choice 3: "I need to..." Touch Richard (25) (Note: Unlocks a secret scene if you have a good relationship with Richard) Leave [ As Ice - you remained unaffectionate to your boss] Choice 3.1: "What should I do?" Close the window (10) (You learned something new about Richard!) Get a blanket (No effect) Note: If you have more than 2
"Richard's Trust ❤" points and you chose to touch Richard in Choice 3, you'll get the banner (Richard completely took over your thoughts!) and you unlock the next choice to get the secret scene: Choice 4: "Or..." Revel in your fantasy ( 15) [ Conﬂagration - you gave in to your fantasies] Restrain yourself [ As Ice - you remained unaﬀectionate to your boss]
Choice 5: Wardrobe Blue Stocking (Free) Emerald-green Velvet ( 10) Impeccable Taste ( 25) (Note: Unlocks a unique scene!) Choice 6: "I should..." Turn on the TV (No eﬀect) Play a video on your phone (No eﬀect) Get ready in silence (No eﬀect) Choice 7: "Me and my big mouth!" Support Richard ( 15) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) (Richard is pleased with you!)
Support Bill ( 15) (Choice 7.1) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill is grateful for your support!) Stay silent (No eﬀect) Choice 7.1: "I should..." Accept ( 15) (You promised to have a cup of coﬀee with Bill) [ Refreshment Time - you agreed to Bill's oﬀer] Decline [ Business Relations - you are ill-disposed towards Bill] Choice 8: "I doubt Richard would notice my absence.
Ask to leave (Dominant +1) (You learned some important information!) ✼ Find Bill (You learned some important information!) ✼ Stay (Submissive +1) ✼ You'll find out about Blair's containers and it'll affect several choices over the next chapters. External Entity An external entity can represent a human, system or subsystem. Otherwise, he'll ask you to
take care of yourself, because they can't waste time looking for another assistant if something happens to you. To elaborate further from that, we drill down to a level 1 diagram with lower-level functions decomposed from the major functions of the system. The list below directs you to various Data Flow Diagram examples that cover different businesses and
problem domains. Please note that these pages are always under construction as we learn more about the consequences of our choices. It can be manual, automated, or a combination of both. Press and drag out the Resource Catalog button at the top right. What is a walkthrough? It is external to the system we study, in terms of the business process. Create
two more data stores, Customer and Transaction, as shown below. I'll take the large bucket and fill it... What will we do in this tutorial? It is where certain data comes from or goes to. Hudson will soon know of your existence!) [ How Dare They?! - you stood up for Richard in a conversation with Ursula] Stay silent [ First Time in Public - the charity event
passed you by] Choice 8b: "I should..." Discuss Richard (15) [ No Gossip - you asked Alan about Richard] Change subject [ First Time in Public - the charity event passed you by] Ask about the purpose of his visit [ First Time in Public - the charity event passed you by] Choice 8c: "Should I call her?" Call her (Choice 8c.1) Don't call [ First Time in Public - the
charity event passed you by] Choice 8c.1: "Why, you..." Answer calmly (No effect) Answer boldly (Carla's Respect +1) (Carla liked this!) [ Common Ground - You and your sister are on the same page] Choice 9: "I..." Agree (Richard's Trust -1) (Richard is disappointed in you) Don't agree (You turned Alan down!) Choice 10: "But what?!" Apologize (Submissive
+1) Stay silent (Dominant +1) Note: If you bought the "Ruby Strew" dress or the "Blue Aquamarine" dress + a premium hairstyle, you'll get the unique scene at this point. A picture is worth a thousand words. Name it updated product record. Add 1 liter If you solved the logic problem, you'll get: (Richard appreciated this) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) and [ Miss
Genius - you managed to complete Richard's task] at the ﬁnal screen stats. Choice 2: "I have to..." Share the story ( 20) (Carla's Respect +1) (Carla liked this!) [ Fair Sister - You shared your experiences with Carla] Chase her away (Carla's Respect ☹ -1) (Carla didn't like this.) [ No Trust - You didn't share your experiences with Carla] Choice 3: Wardrobe
Desk Jockey (Free) Plaided Pairing ( 10) Scarlet ( 20) Choice 4: "I should..." Go with Alan ( 20) (Go to Choice 5a) (Alan's Interest ❤ +1) [ In Search of Clues - You went with Alan] (Note: If you started the Chapter with 0 or less Alan's Interest points and you don't want to kiss him, this option might not be for you.) Go to Bill (Go to Choice 5b) (Alan's Interest -1
(Alan didn't like this.) [ Private Conversation - You went with Bill] [Alan] Choice 5a: "Well..." I do (No effect) Not really (No effect) [Alan] Choice 6a: "I'll ask him about..." Insurance fees (No effect) Risk management (No effect) [Alan] Choice 7a: "I want to know..." About his connection to Richard (No effect) About his goals (No effect) About the warehouse
(No eﬀect) [Alan] Choice 8a: "Do I want him to elaborate?" I do ( 10) (No eﬀect) I don't (No eﬀect) [Alan] Choice 9a: "I want to learn about..." The blackmail (No eﬀect) The crimes (No eﬀect) The fraud (No eﬀect) [Alan] Choice 10a: "I need to..." Ask for help ( 20) (Go to Choice 10a.1) (Alan's Interest ❤ +1) (Alan liked this!) (Note: Might unlock a cut-scene)
Decline (Go straight to Choice 11) (Note: If you started the Chapter with 0 or less Alan's Interest points, he will kiss you without consent) [Alan] Choice 10a.1: "I guess I'll..." Agree (Go to Choice 11) (Note: Unlocks Cut-scene of a kiss scene with Alan) Decline (Go to Choice 11) (Note: If you started the Chapter with 0 or less Alan's Interest points, he will kiss
you without consent) [Bill] Choice 5b: "I'm going to..." Agree (Dominant +1) Argue (Submissive +1) [Bill] Choice 6b: "I have to..." Ask about Blair (Go to Choice 7b) Avoid asking (Go straight to Choice 8b or 10b. This book is completed. The phrases in square brackets [ ] with the or symbols are the results of your actions that appear at the stats screen at
the end of each chapter. Thatcher (Free) Prêt-à-porter (10) Haute couture (25) Note: You'll get a banner (Richard liked your submissiveness!) and Richard will not be deducting money from your salary to pay for the clothes if you have more submissive than dominant points. Choice 9: "This rag is worth a fortune!" Ask Sarah for help (Dominant +1) Continue
the fitting (Submissive +1) Choice 10: Wardrobe Mrs. Choice 2: "And yet I should..." Go on without breakfast (No effect) Eat at home (No effect) Take food with you (You took the turkey with you!) (Note: It might be useful later) Choice 3: "What to do on the way?" Look out the window (No effect) Strike a conversation (10) (Dominant +1) (You learned
something new about Blair! At least you think so...) Flip through magazines (No effect) Choice 4: "And yet I'd better..." Roam around the mansion (Submissive +1) Approach the dogs (10) (Dominant +1) ✼ Go inside (Dominant +1) ✼ You'll get (You could’ve fed the Dobermanns, but you have nothing with you) if you didn't take the food with you in Choice 2.
Welcome to Do Not Disturb's walkthrough. When you win, you'll get the banner (You won a lot of money!). () If you chose "Stand in Silence" in Choice 1 + "Respond" in Choice 1a + "Get riled up" in Choice 6 + "I can't afford it!" in Choice 7 + "Flare up" in Choice 8, you'll get [ I'll never give up! - you resisted Richard as much as you could] at the stats screen
at the end. Choice 10: "I should..." Act indignant (No eﬀect) Accept (No eﬀect) Choice 11: "Should I even ask?" Ask him ( 10) (You learned additional information about Richard) ✔ Act indignant (No eﬀect) Thank Bill (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill appreciated this) Choice 12: "Should I tell my sister about everything that happened today?" I got promoted! ( 15)
(Carla's Respect +1) (Carla appreciated this) New boss (Choice 12a) Don't tell her a thing (No effect) Choice 12a: "Maybe I should get to know the person I'm going to work for a bit better?" Let's do this (10) (You learned additional information about Richard) ✔ Refuse (No effect) Choice 13: "What do I do?" I'll handle it! (Dominant +1) Ask for help
(Submissive +1) Ignore (No effect) (✔) If you got all the 5 choices labeled "(You learned additional information about Richard)", you'll get [ Curiosity is not a sin - you have collected all the details concerning Richard] at the stats screen at the end. Create a data flow from Process Order to Transaction. For example, Customer provides order information when
placing an order for processing. From the Diagram Toolbar, drag Process onto the diagram. Note: If you bought the "Impeccable Taste" outfit, you'll get the unique scene at this point. Connectors in the diagram are now in curve lines. Ship Good then updates the Inventory database to reflect the goods shipped. Once the order arrives in the customer's
hands, the Issue Receipt process begins. It's oﬀicial!) No (No eﬀect) [Bill] Choice 10b: "We should..." Start dating ( 20) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (You are in a relationship with Bill. Some of them consist of the use of multiple context levels. By combining the order information from Customer (external entity) and the customer information from Customer (data
store), Process Order (process) then creates a transaction record in the database. Progression to levels 3, 4 and so on is possible but anything beyond level 3 is not very common. Meanwhile, the Process Order process also receives customer information from the database to process the order. If you're single, you'll get Choice 5c. Refill the large bucket Then
I'll... The default name is Valery. Press and drag it to the position desired. Otherwise, you'll get: (Richard is disappointed with you) and [ An unfortunate defeat - You failed to complete Richard's task] at the end. In it, a receipt is prepared based on the transaction record stored in the database. The completed diagram above looks a bit rigid and busy. I'd
better..." Slow down [ Mom and Dad - You met your parents] Keep moving [ Mom and Dad - You met your parents] Choice 8c: "I need to..." Eat [ Dad - You met your father] Sneak into the living room [ Mom - You met your mother] Choice 9: "Would it be appropriate to ask Bill how he got such a luxurious vehicle?" Ask about the car ( 10) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1
(You got close to Bill!) Ask about the warehouse (Bill's Devotion -1) Stay silent (No eﬀect) If you chose "Ask about the car" in choice 9 and you have at least 6 "Bill's Devotion ❤" points, you'll get: Choice 9.1: "But is it worth asking Bill further if the topic seems painful to him?" Ask ( 15) (You learned something new about Bill!) Don't pry (No eﬀect) Total Gem
cost for chapter 5: 85 (+5/40 if you buy the premium outﬁt and/or hairstyles) Chapter 6 Choice 1: "I need to..." Bring them down a peg ( 15) (Dominant +1) (Carla's Respect +1) (You calmed Carla down!) Ignore them (Submissive +1) Choice 2: "What should I do?" Call Richard ( 25) (Choice 2.1) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (Richard was happy to help you!) Cal
Bill ( 25) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill was happy to help you!) Deal with it yourself (Dominant +1) Choice 2.1: "I should..." Change the subject (No eﬀect) Tell her everything (No eﬀect) Choice 3: "I'll have..." Black coﬀee (No eﬀect) Latte with syrup (No eﬀect) Fresh juice (No eﬀect) Choice 4: "And now for the meal..." Pancakes with maple syrup (No eﬀect)
Belgian waffles (No effect) Poached egg toast (No effect) Choice 5: "Somehow I doubt that, Miss FBI." Snap back (10) (Dominant +1) (You learned a little about Jane!) Reply (10) (Submissive +1) (You impressed Jane!) Stay silent (No effect) If you chose "Ask to leave" or "Find Bill" in Choice 8 of Chapter 4, you'll get the next choice: Choice 6: "I..." Saw
containers (15) [ Do Your Duty - you told Jane about the containers] Didn't see anything [ Ignorance is Bliss - The FBI learned nothing from you] Choice 7: "The last time I saw the documents was..." With Richard In the car In the room ✔ Choice 8: "And how much our parents told her." What did you tell them? Ship Good needs to read the transaction
information (i.e. The order number to pack the right product for delivery. Whats even good about this?" Richard cares about me (No effect) Bill cares about me (No effect) I can rest (No effect) Choice 7b.1: "I should..." Pour soda on her (15) (Dominant +1) [ Tainted Reputation - you cooled Ursula off] Ignore Ursula (Submissive +1) [ A weak Painkiller - you
were bored in the VIP lounge] Choice 7c: "I should..." ?? Total Gem cost for chapter 4: 130 Chapter 5 Choice 1: "The last thing I saw before I passed out? If you have at least ?? Rename the new DFD. It was..." Recall (35) (Note: Unlocks Cut-scene) Forget (No effect) Choice 2: "I have to ask her about..." Bill (No effect) Hospital (No effect) Richard (No effect)
Choice 3: "Do I need to, though? Drag out the Resource Catalog icon and release your mouse button on Process Order. I need to..." Make a joke (No effect) Calm her down (Carla's Respect +1) (You calmed Carla down!) Choice 2: "Should I as Mr. Hudson?" Ask him (10) (Dominant +1) Stay silent (Submissive +1) Choice 3: "Where should I sit?" Beside
Richard (Choice 3a) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) (Richard liked this!) Beside Bill (Choice 3b) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) Beside the window (Choice 3b) Choice 3a: "Should I ask him what's wrong?" Ask him ( 15) Better not (No eﬀect) Choice 3b: "Should I tell him about my worries?" Share ( 15) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) Come up with a scary
dream (No effect) Tell him you forgot it (No effect) Choice 3b.1: "We need to do something, but what?" Intervene (Choice 4) Ask Bill (Choice 3b.2) Stay out of it [ Just a Secretary - you didn't convince Richard to stop drinking] Choice 3b.2: "But maybe I still need to talk to Richard?" Talk to him (Choice 4) Stay out of it [ Just a Secretary - you didn't convince
Richard to stop drinking] Choice 4: "But how should I begin?" or "Mr. Hudson..." Are you afraid of flights? And if you're on Bill's route, you'll get Choice 3b. Create a data flow from Ship Good (process) to Inventory (data store). Therefore, create a data flow from Process Order (process) to Ship Good (process). Wiring with connection lines for data flows The
remaining steps in this section are about connecting the model elements in the diagram. Use the Resource Catalog to create a Data Store from System, with bidirectional data flow in between. Every element should remain unchanged, except that the System process (from which this new DFD decomposes) is now gone and replaced by a blank space (to be
elaborated). Place your mouse pointer over System. Up to this point, your diagram should look something like this. In the New Diagram window, select Data Flow Diagram and click Next. In this tutorial, we will show you how to draw a context diagram, along with a level 1 diagram. Richard's Trust ❤ points, you'll get Choice 12a: Choice 12a: "Should I text
him?" Text Richard ( 20 or Free) (Richard's Trust ❤ +1) (Richard liked this!) [ Favorite Boss - you saw Richard] Go to your desk [ With Nobody Around - you spent the rest of the day alone] If you have at least ?? Enter Context as diagram name and click OK to conﬁrm. It is usually beginning with a context diagram as level 0 of the DFD diagram, a simple
representation of the whole system. You'll then see a bubble at your mouse pointer. Skin: Porcelain - Ivory - Sienna - Expresso Clothes: Office Clerk Hairstyle: Cascade - Gavroche - Messy Bun Hair Color: Caramel - Coffee Bean - Black Agate - Copper Chapter 1 Choice 1: "I felt like hanging my head in shame..." Apologize (Dominant +1) Keep silent
(Submissive +1) Choice 2: "What's the catch?" Ask for details (You learned additional information about Richard) ✔ I need some time to think (No effect) I accept (No effect) Choice 3: Wardrobe Office Clerk (Free) White Collar (10) Executive Assistant (25) Choice 4: "Why wasn't he pleased with the last secretary?" Eavesdrop (10) (You learned additional
information about Richard) ✔ That's not appropriate (No effect) Choice 5: "What should I do?" Knock on the door (Choice 5a) Keep on waiting (Submissive +1) Choice 5a: "Should I just come in?" Enter the cabinet (10) (Dominant +1) Keep on waiting (Submissive +1) Choice 6: "What should I do?" Greet (25) (Dominant +1) (You learned additional
information about Richard) ✔ Silently sit (No effect) Choice 7: "I must convince Richard somehow!" I can handle! (No effect) I want to learn from you! (No effect) Choice 8: The logic problem: I'll take... And if you have more Submissive than Dominant points: "Snap back at him" will be free and "Stay silent" will cost 25. Choice 9a: "I need to..." Hug him (35)
(Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (You got close with Bill!) [ Dizzying Victory - you got close with Bill] (Note: Unlocks cut-scene) Scream with joy [ Just a Colleague - you didn't get close with anyone] Choice 10a: "That's his family, after all." I should ( 10) (Bill's Devotion ❤ +1) (Bill liked this!) No need (No eﬀect) Choice 11a: "It seems that I still should try and help Bill to
end this duel." Ask about the win (Dominant +1) Time to go home (Submissive +1) Total Gem cost for chapter 7 [Bill's route]: 60/70 (+5/45 if you buy the premium outfit and/or hairstyles) If you chose "Decline" in Choice 2, follow Choices 3b through 8b.[Richard's route] Choice 3b: "I need to..." Take the glass (25) (Go to Choice 3b.1) (Dominant +1)
(Richard's trust ❤ +1) (Richard liked this!) Give up the idea (Submissive +1) Choice 3b.1: "I should..." Stay silent (No eﬀect) Confess (Jane got suspicious) Tell her about Bill (Jane got suspicious) (Note: Only appears if you chose "Visit Bill" (Choice 1) in Chapter 4) Choice 4b: "What should I do?" Examine the room ( 15) (Dominant +1) (You learned
something new about Richard!) Go to the dog (Submissive +1) Choice 5b: "What can I do to keep you occupied?" Give a command (No eﬀect) Play (No eﬀect) Make a joke ( 10) (Richard's trust ❤ +1) (You are still experiencing the eﬀects of painkillers) (Diamond liked you!) (Richard liked this!) Choice 6b: "What can I bring up? Release the mouse button and
select Bidirectional Data Flow -> External Entity from Resource Catalog. For this reason, people used to draw external entities on the edge of a diagram. So read at your own risk! Configuration Choice 1: Enter your name. Use the Resource Catalog to create a data flow from Customer to Process Order. These attributes are: Dominant and Submissive .
Otherwise, you’ll get [ Fill Up the Cup - You ignored Pauline's remarks] at the end. In this book you can obtain attribute points depending on your choices during the story that will shape the protagonist’s personality and help you unlock exclusive scenes and content.
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